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Top 7 reasons why organizations
choose WhiteHat Security
We combine technology and human expert intelligence
to protect your applications
1

WhiteHat brings you 15 years of application security leadership.

2

WhiteHat provides unparalleled accuracy.

With over a decade of intelligence metrics and the expertise of our security engineers, we are
able to deliver a unique perspective and thought leadership in the application security space.

By employing human-augmented review of results, we identify where you are vulnerable with near
zero false positives, allowing your teams to save time and focus on more critical business objectives.

3

WhiteHat is easy to use.
Scans do not have to be requested for each release, nor do you have to fill out a lengthy form for
the initial assessment.

4

WhiteHat can reduce your OpEx costs.

5

WhiteHat is easy to incorporate into your environment.

With unlimited access to security experts, your developers get the support and analysis needed to
understand security vulnerabilities, severity and threat levels, and streamline rememdiation.

Easy to configure, without the need for costly professional services or lengthy configuration
exercises, our products integrate into you existing infrastructure seamlessly.

6

WhiteHat Sentinel Source protects your Intellectual Property.

7

WhiteHat Sentinel Dynamic matches your development work style.

There's no need to upload binary code and subject it to reverse-engineering - we test your source
code within your own environment.

We provide continuous and concurrent assessments, which is essential given the frequency of web
application changes and the emergence of new threats.
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